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About This Game

A tower woven of memory holds the book of doubts.
It invalidates the structure from within.

My angel went before me. She saw outer paradise and returned to me.
Now I must find the book that grins.

Explore the remains of the tower Babil and encounter the terrible images left behind by those driven into madness. Rescue the
artisan relics that reflect the old world and give you power as you explore the new. Arm yourself with weapons, items and the

experiences from the past to overcome the evil within. Are you brave enough to follow your Angel to the top of the tower?

Key Features

 Tons of semi-random floors to explore. Layouts can be learnt but item and exit locations will change.

 A huge cast of enemies organised into varying encounter groups.

 A collection of different weapons and a bunch of items to find and utilise.
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 Tons of Relics to discover. Each granting bonuses for future attempts.

 Level up with Offering experience after each attempt.

 Unlock extra challenging modes once you complete your first run.
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Rly dank game, gives u the real feel of being a mighty space badger.. - Both 2 of my Direct Input gamepads are not working.
No response from tech support.
Do you really expect all 4 players to have Xbox 360 gamepads?
This is my main reason for thumb down. 4 player local games sholdn't have problems like this.

- Matches are too quick for any hiding tactics, you will never use them. While you sit there like a vegetable "in an ambush" the
other players will get one kill after another and you will lose the game.

- Its easy to camp, should be fixed. It all happens because spawn points are fixed: even bots unintentionally camp you. You will
respawn quickly so AI will be near you when you respawn, and it will resume attacking you right away.. Great for competitive
play. Worth the 74 cents I spent on it.. Can only view the sky from the north pole, no way to set location or time of viewing.... If
you can't approach this game with nostalgia glasses, stay away. I was really trying to like this game but failed. However the game
mechanics (kingdom management) is quite nice, wish I could've played this game when it first came out. At that time I would've
loved it! http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1132461557 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1389751321. 1 - ) Open Idle Master.
2 - ) Drop cards.
3 - ) Sell them.. the look of the game is great ,
the gameplay are hard , not about to complaint about it ,

. Spam left mouse click, watch aliens die. Funtimes.. Don't play this if you didn't play the first game before, because it throw a
major spoiler in your face right after the prologue. With a title like that, you would expect a prequel, but it's not.

The interface is a nightmare, everything about it is clunky and the devs tries to pass it as "optimised for a controller". It's a bold
faced lie, since the game is optimised for a tablet.
When you use the controller, it's up to the games whim on what hotspot of interest it decide to focus, and when you use the
mouse, navigating the hotspot or the inventory is tedious, as the whole game is designed to swipe and move everything with your
finger, as if you're playing on a smartphone or a tablet.

Combining object can be weird. For example, you can use the antenna on the remote and it makes a new object, but god forbids
you use the remote on the antenna, it's too silly...
Later, you have a message and a leather tube. You can't combine the message and the tube, but lo and behold, you can combine
the tube and the message.

Due to the poor optimisation, i can't see part of my inventory, and i had to click on an invisible item to resolve a puzzle.
Also, if your controller is plugged in, you can't use the mouse, the game don't swap control schemes.
I wouldn't recommend.. Creative game with a Good name
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OK K.O.! Lets Play Heroes is a great game, far better than I expected. The soundtrack is amazing and compliments the art style.
Speaking of the art style, its not the most appealing, but I've actually come to love it! There are amazing jokes within the game
that I found funny, while still having fun in general. The only thing I don't like is the fact you cant change controls, and
sometimes the controls are hard to do or master. You will understand them over time though. A nice part is, you don't need to
have watched the show at all! Right from the beginning, it explains everything, so you don't need to have watched the show
prior, (except character origin which doesn't matter much in this game). Overall, its a great game and I would recomend this
game to anyone, and if you haven't seen the show, please do!. Gameplay: 7\/10
Graphics: 6\/10
Sound: 7\/10
Story: 9\/10
Replay\/Value: 6\/10

Overall: 7\/10. FIRST THING I DO IS EQUIP THE GLORIOUS F-4E AND JUMP INTO A SERVER!
I GET LOCKED ON INSTANTLY AND DO A SPLIT-S MANOEUVRE AT FULL SPEED
I SMASH INTO A MOUNTAIN
10/10 LOVE THIS GAME. Aero's Quest is one of these titles that the more you play it the more it gets better.
The very fist impression might not be the best: everything looks fine but nothing really stands out.
When you start playing it seems a very simple and generic platformer until the game starts to kick.
The very first zone is just a tutorial and the second zone (a variation of the first forest) brings out more the platformer part
rather than the puzzle part.
When you get in the 3rd zone instead (the volcano) everything starts to change: you see new obstacles, the levels are not linear
anymore and few more puzzles are coming out.
The game is a big "crescendo" till the 5-6 zone (where I got so far) where puzzles and platforms are mixing in a great way.
Aero's Quest is hard, very hard: one of the most challenging games of the year and it is long, very long: 101 levels to play in two
different modes.
I have to mention the sound: it's awesome! Every zone have its own music and they are all very good.
If you pass the first 10 minutes and the first 20 deaths Aero's Quest can be really a big surprise.. Pros
Realistic start up and shutdown
Accurate sounds
Good textures
Has a short blast and long blast button ( space bar for long blast and c for short blast )
ATC system can be turned on or off
Cab is extremely detailed ( including a cabnit that you can open or close and use the breaker switches )
Cab also has a room for the nose of the engine
Has a button to flush the toilet in the nose of the engine

Cons
No tutorial, but it gets easier once you know how to start it.

And if you don't know how to get the train moving, you hold the "stop run reset" switch on reset until the light next to it lights
up, then you can drive it. said switch is right next to the light switches.. THEY ripped me for twin blades Had a set wanted the
extra parts So angry Yes i sent in a ticket days ago Still waiting
. Loved this game you get to choose what you say to cosmic beings in order to save not only your live but all life in the universe.
With tests aka minigames to prove your with to these beings. Cheap, fun, and short game that I would recommend

As always you can judge for yourself but in the video I do beat the game so if you see that you might enjoy the game don't
finish the video and play it for yourself
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Hd2e7OyTGxw. Amazing game! I was skeptical to buy it at first, reading the reviews and seeing how it didn't
run on many users' macs. i used MacMatch from GameAgent to see if my Mac would work and it said "it might run." I gave it a
shot. This game is awesome! It runs perfectly and is SO smooth 10/10. Best strategy tower defense game on the Market! Hope
to see more by the devs ! Maybe a new update for a new soldier or something! Keep up the good work!. i didnt get the dlc :(
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